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Smart food dispenser CatLink FRESH2 Luxury

Intelligent CatLink FRESH2 Luxury Pet Feeder
The intelligent CatLink FRESH2 Luxury feeder ensures constant access to fresh food with a reliable mechanism that prevents clogging.
The device is designed to recognize multiple cats and provides food even without access to the network. Advanced sealing protects food
from  moisture,  and  the  4-liter  container  allows  for  the  storage  of  a  large  amount  of  food.  Easy  cleaning  and  maintenance  make  the
device an ideal solution for every cat owner. Additionally, the app allows for monitoring pet health data.
 
Your Reliable Feeding Assistant
With  CatLink  FRESH2  Luxury,  you  can  be  sure  that  your  pet  will  never  go  hungry,  even  when  you  are  not  around.  The  device
automatically  replenishes  food  when  it  drops  below  10  grams.  Based  on  your  cat's  feeding  habits,  you  can  customize  the  feeding
schedule and portion size to perfectly match your pet's needs.
 
Anti-Clogging Mechanism
Thanks to a wide opening and an automatic rotating system that prevents blockages, the CatLink FRESH2 Luxury feeder reliably serves
meals to your cat. It is designed to dispense pellets up to 16 mm in size, including expanded, freeze-dried, air-dried, and baked foods.
The mobile app will notify you of any irregularities.
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Two Power Options
You don't have to worry about power outages or internet problems – the CatLink FRESH2 Luxury feeder can work offline, ensuring your
pet gets its meal on time. To provide your cat with constant access to food, equip the device with 4 AA batteries (not included), which
guarantee up to 2 weeks of reliable operation in households with only one cat. Additionally, the cord is bite-resistant, minimizing the risk
of malfunctions or damage.
 
Caring for Your Cat's Health
The  CatLink  FRESH2  Luxury  feeder  uses  a  patented  algorithm  to  monitor  your  cat's  feeding  habits.  An  infrared  sensor  detects  the
presence of your four-legged friend, and a gravity sensor registers every gram of consumed food. Based on this information, reports are
generated, containing an assessment of your pet's health. Collected data and alerts about potential issues are available in the dedicated
app. From there, you can also create feeding schedules and check alerts about low food levels in the container.
 
Designed for Multiple Cats
Taking care of more than one cat? The CatLink FRESH2 Luxury feeder stands out with its revolutionary algorithm for recognizing multiple
cats and a patented certificate.  When combined with CATLINK RFID collars,  it  guarantees that each cat receives a meal tailored to its
needs. Additionally, a special barrier prevents greedy eating and conflicts, ensuring that every animal is well-fed.
 
Freshness with Every Bite
The CatLink feeder has a capacity of up to 4 liters, allowing it to store up to 2 kg of food. This is enough to provide food for an adult cat
for  20  days.  An  innovative  silicone  seal  isolates  the  food  from  air  and  moisture,  preventing  access  to  insects  and  mold  formation.
Automatic  closing  of  the  opening  prevents  insects  from  accessing  the  food  after  it's  dispensed,  and  the  built-in  desiccant  container
further helps maintain food freshness.  Additionally,  the bowl's inclination angle (7°) makes it  easier for pets to have their  meals.  As a
result, using FRESH2 Luxury will always be a comfortable experience for animals.
 
Additional Features
Mounting, disassembly, and cleaning of the FRESH2 Luxury feeder are smooth and trouble-free. Individual elements can be washed with
running water to ensure the highest hygiene and health standards for your cat.  The ceramic bowl is  made from food-grade materials,
making it safe for animals. The device also features childproofing, which can be configured in the app to prevent accidental activation.
Another advantage is automatic OTA updates, ensuring that the feeder always operates with the latest software.
 
	Manufacturer
	Catlink
	Model
	FRESH2 Luxury
	Primary Material
	ABS
	Purpose
	Cats and Small Dogs
	Weight
	3 kg
	Dimensions
	350 x 195 x 360 mm
	Input Voltage
	5 V = 1 A
	Rated Power
	5 W
	Compatible Battery
	AA alkaline battery x4 (not included)
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Price:

€ 119.00

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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